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1. INTRODUCTION

The Indian E-retail space has witnessed a
phenomenal growth in the recent years, led by
a growing internet user base and financial
sponsors. With India at the cusp of digital
revolution, online retail is set to achieve even
greater heights in the coming years.

The Indian retail industry is expected to grow
to USD 1.3 trillion by 2020 at CAGR of 16.7%
over 2015-20. E-retail today constitutes~1% of
the total retail market in India, while in China
this number is 6% and US 11%.

With CAGR expected at 33% in the near
future, E-retailers are now making significant
investments in their geographical reach,
payment solutions and logistics capabilities to
ensure customer satisfaction.

Logistics is the backbone of the industry…

With customer service as the top priority and
differentiating factor among e-commerce
players, each player is striving to service its
customers faster. Thus, logistics turn out to be
an important cog in the wheel for the industry,
with every company trying to deal with its
complexities better than their peers. Logistics
cost is high at ~10-12% of revenues for the
industry currently.

There are various logistics models that have
thus, developed over the past 2-3 years,
differing in the place of storage of inventory
and mode of movement of goods. Several
start-ups have cropped up focusing on e-
commerce logistics solutions, while many
players have set up separate logistics arms.

…with air cargo critical for customer
service

Delivering the product to the customer on time
is a big challenge for virtual stores. With faster
delivery becoming the key success factor,
there is a huge reliance on the air cargo
industry to service the wide pan-India network
of these players. Air cargo currently represents
~50% of deliveries and ~135K tonnes of e-

retail shipments per year. While competition
entails use of air cargo for standard deliveries,
it also proves to be a feasible option for
products where value to weight (actual or
volumetric) ratio is high, and to connect
locations underserved by other modes. To add
to this, most of the companies are now
providing options of express/ one-day
deliveries to its customers, necessitating use
of air shipment in most cases.

However, air cargo industry in India is not
devoid of challenges

This sudden and strong emergence of E-
retailing has put enormous pressure on
logistics, with industry grappling with several
issues, on the front of:

 Capacity and infrastructure constraints
– both airports and airlines

 Capability and efficiency of processes
 Connectivity at a pan-India level
 Costs of logistics channels
 Control via regulations

The e-commerce industry has responded to
these challenges by building surface transport
and distribution infrastructure, reducing
reliance on air cargo. Thus, the usage of air
cargo by e-retailers is expected to decline
going forward.

However, the total air cargo volume from e-
retail industry will continue to rise at the back
of the multi-fold growth in the e-commerce
industry. E-retail would continue to contribute
~10-13% of the total domestic air cargo by
volume, expected to rise from the current
~135K tonnes to an estimated ~160K tonnes
by 2018. It is, hence, important for the industry
to identify and deal with these challenges.

This report intends to highlight this
dependence and impact of e-retail industry on
air cargo, challenges faced by the sector, and
the possible thoughts on what changes /
improvements are required in the Air Cargo
sector to enhance the growth of e-Retail.
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2. E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

2.1 Economic Indicators

Growth in GDP and Per Capita Income

Backed by a strong mandate, the Central
Government has initiated policy reforms which
are expected to result in an increase in
industrial and investment activity. With the
declining oil prices, the country is expected to
return to 7.5%+ GDP growth rates from 2016
onwards according to IMF and World Bank.
Subsequently, Per Capita Income in India is
also expected to cross the USD 5,800 figure in
2015.

Growth in Retail in India

India is the fifth largest preferred global
destination globally. The industry today
contributes to ~10% of GDP and is expected
to nearly double to USD 1.3 bn. by 2020 from
its current size of USD 600 bn. driven by
income growth, urbanization and attitudinal
shifts. Organized retail makes up 10% of the
total retail industry and is expected to grow at
a CAGR of ~20% till 2020. Healthy economic
growth, changing consumer tastes and
preferences have also fuelled growth of online
retail which today contribute almost USD 6 bn.
to total retail industry in India.

Exhibit 1: Per Capita GDP and GDP Growth in India

Source: IMF, World Bank

Exhibit 2: Indian Retail Industry Size (USD Bn.) and Growth

Source: Indian Brand Equity Foundation
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2.2 Online Retail Boom in India

The E-retail industry in India has been
enjoying a phenomenal growth of over 50%
since 2009 and is expected to touch USD 6 –
7.5 Bn. by the end of 2015. A study by IIFL
indicates ordering frequency by customers and
per user e-retail spends will more than double
by 2020. Mobile phones and accessories
constitute nearly 41% of total online sales
followed by fashion and footwear. Mobile
phones, electronics and consumer durables
are currently, the fastest growing product
categories in online retail. However, industry
believes that the share of mobile phones in
total portfolio has reached its peak and going
forward, lower ticket sized product categories
will be the fastest growing segment.

2.3 Drivers of E-Retail Growth

Growing Penetration of Internet in India

 India currently has ~335 million internet
users indicating a penetration of almost
26%

 The user base has grown at a CAGR of
26% in the period 2011 to 2015

 However, the internet penetration is still low
when compared to other major economies
indicating further growth potential

 A study by Internet and Mobile Association
of India indicates that internet users in India
are expected to reach 500 million by 2017

 Out of this, 284 million will be 3G users
 4G user base in India is expected to grow

at CAGR of 104% from 2013 to 2018

Exhibit 3: Online Retail Market Size (USD Bn.) and Growth

Source: Internet and Mobile Association of India

Exhibit 4: E-Retail Product Category Share (2015)

Source: Internet and Mobile Association of India
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Exhibit 5: Internet Users (Mn.) and Penetration (%) in India

Source: internetlivestats

Exhibit 6: Global Comparison of Internet Penetration (2014)

Source: internetlivestats
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Exhibit 7: Rural vs. Urban Divide of Internet
Users (2015)

Source: Internet and Mobile Association of India

Exhibit 8: Age-wise Distribution for Use of
Internet (2014)

Source: Statista

2.4 Key Players in the Industry

Although, the e-retailing was introduced in
India by Rediff back in 1999, it only got
popular with Flipkart entering the industry in
2007, with deep discount model and better
customer servicing. Today, Flipkart and

Snapdeal along with Amazon are the largest
players in the industry, cornering almost ~90%
of the market share among them. Driven by
rising internet user base, these companies
have seen their valuations and GMV expand
exponentially every year since the start of
2013.

Exhibit 9: Market share of E-retailers in India (March 2015)

Source: Morgan Stanley

Exhibit 10: Gross Merchandize Value (GMV) of leading E-retailers

Source: Press releases from respective companies
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3. E-COMMERCE LOGISTICS LANDSCAPE

3.1 Supply Chain Models of E-Retailers

Exhibit 11: Supply Chain Model of E-retailers

Robust logistics network with capability of
faster and safer deliveries over varied
locations has become the key differentiator for
e-retailers. E-retail industry generally follows
three types of models for their supply chain.

1. Marketplace Model: Where inventory is
stored with and managed by suppliers, and
packaged and shipped from supplier base

2. Inventory-led Model: Where inventory is
stored with e-retailers in their warehouses,
and packaged and shipped from there

3. Hybrid Model: Where inventory is stored
with suppliers, but packaged and shipped
from warehouses

3.1.1 Model 1 – Marketplace model
Marketplace model initially evolved due to low
costs involved in setting up the business. E-
retailers tied up with merchants across the
country and prepared web catalogue for the
products offered. There was no warehousing
cost involved while, logistics was taken care of
by the suppliers themselves.

Today, however, e-retailers have entered into
logistics space or have exclusive tie-ups with
logistics companies to help suppliers fulfil
orders as fast as possible. This model has
been the most efficient in terms of delivery
cost.

Exhibit 12: Supply Chain in Marketplace Model
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3.1.2 Model 2 – Inventory-led model
Initially led by marketplace model, the industry
is now moving towards an inventory led model
due to a host of reasons:

 The entire industry is based on customer
trust and availability of various choices.
Through the inventory led model, the e-
retailers have stock visibility and hence the
ability to meet customer commitments

 Customer preference for order fulfilment by
e-tailers themselves is increasing due to
better reliability and predictability

 Several suppliers are also cognizant of this
customer preference and are willing to pay
storage fees in return for higher sales. A
study by Amazon in 2014 reported that
86% of the sellers on its platform saw their
sales increase after using this service

 Sellers are able to focus on their core
business, while packaging and fulfilment is
managed by e-retailers themselves

 The model helps in obtaining better bargain
from logistics companies, and thus reduces
delivery costs

3.1.3 Model 3 – Hybrid model
Apart from these two models, a third hybrid
model is also followed, where inventory is
stored with suppliers at their bases. From
there, the e-retailers provide pick up facility,
the package is brought to depot or
warehouses to be packed and shipped to the
customer. This model is mainly used for
suppliers in smaller cities who lack access to
logistics companies.

Exhibit 13: Supply Chain in Inventory Led Model
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3.2 Types of Logistics Partners for
E-Commerce Players
The logistics are handled via three parties in
the supply chain:

3.2.1 Captive Logistics Companies
These companies are the dedicated logistics
arms/ delivery networks established by the e-
retailers.

The more established e-retailers have
invested in setting up their own delivery
networks, as

 This enables them to have a ‘tangible’
customer interaction through which they
can get feedback and tailor services
accordingly, and

 Most 3PLs are still in the process of
developing efficient and comprehensive
logistics networks

These companies mainly handle supplier pick-
ups, last mile delivery and returns. However,
their scope is limited in serving smaller cities
due to lack of volumes. Some examples of e-
retailers that have invested in logistics include:

 Flipkart, established eKart, a separate
brand for its logistics arm in April 2013, for
in-house deliveries. In February 2014, it
opened eKart Logistics Services for other
e-retail ventures too

 Amazon India has been pumping up
capacities at Amazon Transport Services

 Jabong helped design the process for
JaVAS, a logistics solution similar to
Amazon fulfilment services, in 2012 so
that other e-commerce players can
outsource their logistics to Jabong on a
contract basis

3.2.2 Existing Third Party Logistics
Companies
Existing 3PL logistics players such as Blue
Dart, Gati, DTDC (DotZot), TCI have ramped
up their capabilities significantly to serve the e-
commerce sector. Apart from augmenting their
network capabilities, these companies have
now started integrating their systems with that
of e-retailers for cash on delivery payments
and better customer service. Thus, along with
distribution, their capability now also includes
various value-added services such as cash on
delivery, e-packaging, e-pick up, e-fulfilment
centres and returns to the origin (RTO).

Some of the players are also using India Post,
which has formidable network across urban
and rural India and an already established
mechanism to handle money orders. India
Post has over 150,000 post offices in India, of
which 89% are in rural areas. However, the
usage is still low when compared globally.

Exhibit 14: Share of E-commerce in Postal Revenues Globally (2015)

Source: Motilal Oswal, Money control
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3.2.3 Specialized E-commerce Logistics
Companies

Several e-commerce logistics companies have
been set with focus on providing logistics
solutions to the industry such as Delhivery,
EcomExpress, and DotZot.

Delhivery

 Set up in 2011, SSN Logistics Pvt Ltd
(Delhivery) provides last-mile delivery,
warehousing, reverse logistics, flexible
payment collection and processing,
vendor-to-warehouse and direct vendor-to-
consumer delivery services to the e-
commerce industry

 Delhivery owns and operates fulfilment
centres across India, with a presence in
over 150 cities

 The network is backed by in-house
fulfilment and transportation management
systems, customer analytics, geo-coding
and route optimization so that products
reach the consumers within 12-48 hours, a
key feature of e-commerce deliveries

DotZoT

 Launched in mid-2013, DotZoT is the first
pan India delivery network, focused
exclusively on the e-commerce/e-retail
space. It is backed by DTDC's size, scale
and reach, and covers 8,000 plus pin
codes and 2,300 cities across India

 DotZot aims to bridge the gap faced in
logistics infrastructure by providing
superior logistics solutions to e-tailers,
who are increasingly looking to enhance
customer shopping experience

EcomExpress

 Founded in 2012, Delhi-based
EcomExpress services ~2,800 pin-codes
through ~320 delivery centres and 8,000
employees in about 210 cities

 This year, the company made major
investments to strengthen their surface
transport especially to cater Tier-III and
Tier-IV cities

 It plans to invest further in technology,
deploy advanced parcel sortation systems
and strengthen network reliability and
infrastructure among others

Currently, almost half of the shipments are delivered by captive logistics companies, while the
other half is handled by either existing or specialized 3PLs. The industry is evolving and
strategizing use of appropriate partners at each step of the value chain, and at the same time the
logistics players are developing specialization.

Example – Amazon uses multiple logistics partners for various uses:

1. Uses its own logistics arm - Amazon Transportation in multiple cases
2. Uses Blue Dart and Patel Logistics for air shipments
3. Uses 3PLs such as GATI, Blue Dart and FedEx Corp. for transfers and other modes
4. Started a pilot project with India Post to test the system and use the channel to collect COD

payments

The industry uses a mix of these logistics partners to transfer goods
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4. AIR CARGO IN E-COMMERCE LOGISTICS
MODEL

Success in e-retail industry is based upon
customer trust and speed of order fulfilment.
With e-retailers on-boarding suppliers from all
across the country, it becomes critical that all
the components of the value chain are
available at the right time and place in order to
efficiently complete the flow of goods. Air
cargo plays a critical link in this logistics chain
by reducing delivery time and connecting
suppliers with customers. Air cargo is used
only in the case of lighter goods, as heavy or
voluminous goods are moved through surface
transport.

Air cargo is used in both cases:  (a) transfer of
goods from e-retailer to customer, and (b) in
case of returns.

(a) Transfer of Goods from E-retailer to
Customer

There are two types of transfers/ deliveries

1. Express Delivery: When products are
delivered within 24-48 hours of placement
of order.
 Today most of the e-commerce

players are providing an option to
customers where they can choose
express delivery for an additional
payment of ~INR 100-150

 In some cases,  suppliers may also
choose  express delivery option to
offer their customer premium service
and improve their rating on the
marketplace

 Approximately, 15-20% of the total
customer orders are same day or next
day deliveries

 Mobiles and apparels constitute major
portion of these express deliveries

2. Standard delivery: When products are
delivered over a longer term. However, in
order to counter competition, focus is still
given to time required for delivery, with a
continuous effort to reduce time.

Air cargo usage becomes feasible for product
where value to weight (actual or volumetric)
ratio is high (i.e. to transfer lighter high value
items with higher margins). However, for each
delivery the e-commerce players evaluate
three factors: time requirement, cost and
impact on customer service. While there is no
standard tipping point for deciding the choice
of mode, all the three factors help drive the
decision.

Exhibit 15: Factors Evaluated for Deciding Cargo Shipment Mode
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Drivers for use of air cargo vs. other modes by delivery type

Express deliveries

 Air cargo is necessitated in cases where:
− the product is required to be shipped across zones/national level, or

− the product is not available in the nearest (~400 km radius of)
fulfilment centre

 The product is shipped via next available flight and a part of the additional
cost of shipment is transferred to the customer

Standard deliveries

 Air cargo is used here:
− To transfer high ticket items with high value to weight (actual or

volumetric) ratio and high margins

− For inter-zonal movement, covering long distances or at a national
level, to ensure faster delivery

− To avoid unpredictability of surface transport and documentation
requirements in certain states which results in delayed delivery

− To connect remote location and where third party logistics lack
surface transport capability
− Example: North east India has poor road connectivity and has high

penetration of air mode

 The products here are shipped during non-peak hours or days to avoid
the additional peak hour charges of airlines for cargo shipments. The peak
and non-peak hour charges differ by almost 20-30%

Exhibit 16: Air Cargo Penetration for Express Delivery and Standard Delivery

Express Deliveries Standard Deliveries
% of Total Deliveries 15-20% 75-80%
National (long distance) movement ~60-65%

-Pen. of air mode in national cargo movement ~100%
Other cargo movement with air shipment ~25-30%
Total pen. of air shipment ~90% ~40%
Total air cargo movement as % of deliveries ~45-50%
Source: Auctus analysis, Information from industry experts

(b) Return of Goods from Customer to E-
Retailer

Today, 6-8% of total orders are returned by
customers due to host of reasons. Air cargo is
used here in cases similar to standard

delivery, i.e. to transfer high ticket items
especially jewellery and apparels, and connect
remote locations. Further, lack of storage
space/ centres at the location of return
origination also drives use of air shipment.
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5. IMPACT OF E-RETAIL ON AIR CARGO
INDUSTRY

Air cargo is an important logistics mode in
the supply chain…

With air cargo forming an important link in the
service chain to customers, today ~50% of the
customers’ orders are fulfilled through air
shipments. Faster delivery and connection
benefits in certain cases are the key drivers for
air usage.

…this has resulted in a boom in the
domestic air cargo industry.

Recent trend comparisons of domestic freight
growth and e-retail growth clearly highlight
how e-retail has infused new wave of energy
in the air cargo industry and are fuelling
growth in the sector.

Exhibit 17: Market Size Estimation of Air Cargo Use by E-retailers

Parameters Size
Estimated e-retail market size in 2015 USD 6 Bn.
Share of air cargo ~50%
Average ticket size ~INR1500 - 2000
Average weight of parcel 1.1 - 1.3 Kg.
Delivery charges INR 35-50/kg
Estimated market size for air cargo in e-retail ~INR 6 - 8 Bn
Source: Auctus analysis, 1 USD = INR 60

Exhibit 18: Impact of E-retail Growth on Domestic Air Cargo

Source: AAI, Press release by respective companies
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Indian air cargo business has ~500 operators
of which ~75 operate on a pan India basis.
Bluedart is the market leader with ~52% of the
market share. Other major players include
Aramex, First Flight, DTDC, Overnight
Express, Safex and Gati.

As per International Air Transport Association
(IATA), India will be the second fastest
growing market for air cargo after Middle East
with a CAGR of 6.8%. Majority of this growth
would be driven by domestic cargo with e-
retail industry contributing a major chunk to
cargo volumes.

While of the overall market, ~10-13% of air
cargo volume is driven by e-retail, for certain
top cargo companies 30-40% of their orders
are from e-retailers. Case in Point - the e-
commerce contribution to total revenue for

Blue Dart has increased from 0.9% in 2009 to
18% in 2014, and continues to grow.

As the use of air cargo grows, it will imply
higher profitability and improved
connectivity

1. Higher profitability through capacity
utilization – Currently the capacity
utilization in the industry stands between
70-80% and is expected to improve as
demand for air shipments increase.

2. Regional connectivity – There is high
demand for e-retail products from small
cities and towns. With demand from Tier-II
and Tier-III cities set to increase in the
future, regional connectivity in India will
get a massive boost.

Exhibit 19: Estimation of E-Retail Air Cargo Volume and Share of E-Retail Air Cargo in Total
Domestic Air Cargo Market

2014 2015 E 2016 E 2017 E 2018 E
E-retail Market ($B) 3.5 6.0 8.0 10.6 14.1
Share of air cargo 80% 50% 40% 30% 25%
GMV shipped via air cargo (INR Bn) 168 180 192 191 212
Average ticket size per order ~2000 ~2000 ~2000 ~2000 ~2000
Total e-retail air cargo volume  (Tonnes) 126,000 135,000 144,000 143,100 158,625
Growth in e-retail air cargo volume 7.1% 6.7% -0.6% 10.8%
Domestic air cargo market (Tonnes) 986,405 1,053,481 1,125,117 1,201,625 1,283,336
% share of e-retail in air cargo volume ~13% ~13% ~13% ~12% ~12%

Source: Auctus analysis, AAI, IATA, IAMAI, Estimates from industry experts
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6. CHALLENGES FACED BY E-RETAILERS
WHILE USING AIR CARGO – THE 5 Cs

We have classified the challenges faced by
the industry in 5 Cs namely – Capacity
constraints, Capability and inefficiency, Cost of
logistics, Connectivity at a pan-India level and
Control via regulations. These challenges
have been quite acute in the recent past, and
the e-commerce industry deals with these
issues on a regular basis.

6.1 Capacity and Infrastructure
Constraints

6.1.1 Airline Capacity Constraint

One of the biggest challenges faced by e-
retailers has been insufficient cargo capacity
for shipments via air, which is leading to
delayed deliveries in distant markets. The
airline capacity challenge was the biggest
deterring factor to customer service during the
sudden surge in e-commerce sales in the
2014 festive season. The numbers of orders
far outpaced the cargo space in the airlines,
resulting in delay of an average 3-4 days in

order fulfilment. This significantly impacted
customer service quality by the players.

There are several reasons for this
challenge:

1. Lack of freighter jets

While currently Bluedart is the only
logistics firm in India which operates its
own freight planes (5 freighters), more
than 90% of the air cargo is currently
shipped in the available free belly space of
passenger airlines.

2. Unpredictability of capacity and lower
priority to e-cargo

The capacity with passenger airlines is
unpredictable and usually constrained. In
the case of cargo, priority is given first to
passenger cargo, and further to certain
domestic/ regulatory cargo requirements
e.g. transfer of humanitarian/ relief support
goods to regions such as the north-east.

Inefficiency of
processes and lack
of capability in the

system

Lack of airlines’ and
airports’ capacity to
serve the industry,
esp. during peak

hours

Regulatory control
deterring the use of

air cargo by the
industry

Increased cost of
logistics due to use

of air cargo

Lack of connectivity
to smaller towns and
cities driving e-retail

demand
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Any free space in the airline belly is then
allotted to e-commerce cargo.

While most freight forwarders pre-
purchase belly space in passenger
airlines, this space is (a) costly by ~5 to
10% resulting in a higher delivery cost,
and (b) limited in availability, still resulting
in capacity challenges.

This capacity constraint is usually
witnessed during the peak periods

E-retailers typically witness peak periods
(a) at a daily level during early mornings or
late evenings, (b) at a weekly level during
weekends and (c) at an annual level
during festive/ deep discounting/ boom
periods.

While generally at an overall level, not all
cargo capacity is utilized, it is constrained
during the peak periods where almost 40%
of the goods required to be transferred are
offloaded/ unloaded due to capacity
challenges.

The case of airline capacity constraint is
evident as shipment rates via air have
gone up by ~20% in the last one year.
Further, the peak hour rates are higher
than non-peak by ~20-30%. With e-retail
industry poised to grow at a CAGR of 33%
in the near future, demand for air
shipments will far outstrip the cargo

capacity available with the airline
companies.

6.1.2 Airport Capacity Constraint

Many airports still do not have a dedicated
cargo handling terminal, and lack cargo
handling facilities. These airports suffer from
slot issues and congestion, and also lack
dedicated trucking and parking bays resulting
in delays and inefficiencies. Traditionally
almost all activities related to air cargo
processing (including weighing, screening,
customs examination, ULD formation, etc.) are
carried out at the cargo terminals in the airport
area.

With the growth of cargo volumes, the current
space at most cargo terminals in the country is
proving to be woefully inadequate, leading to
severe congestion issues, especially during
the peak hours.

Data compiled across the top 8 airports in
India highlights that while they maintain 89%
share of the domestic air cargo movement, the
capacity addition at these airports has not
been able to keep pace with the growth in
cargo volumes.

Many other cities which fall under the high
demand category for e-retailers have also
seen significant rise in air cargo movement
and this may call for expansion of cargo
facilities at these airports.

Exhibit 20: Growth in Domestic Air Cargo Volumes (Tonnes)

Includes domestic air cargo from Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad Kolkata, Mumbai
and Pune airports; Source: AAI
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Exhibit 21: Growth in Domestic Cargo across Certain Key Airports

Airport FY14 FY15
Amritsar 47% 150%

Bagdogra 45% 24%
Bhubaneswar 21% 48%
Chandigarh 31% 53%

Goa 7% 19%
Guwahati 33% 33%
Lucknow 35% 10%

Raipur 43% 18%
Ranchi 63% 37%

Visakhapatnam 11% 54%
Source: AAI

This surge in cargo volumes is driven mostly
by the e-commerce industry but is not
matched with a proportionate increase in
airline or airport capacity.

6.2 Capability and Efficiency

Capabilities are required in the system to
handle this sudden surge in volumes. This
capability is required at both the fronts:

a) First mile and last mile delivery capability
b) Aviation industry capability

The logistics/ freight forwarding industry has
responded well by developing systems for
faster order processing, packaging and
delivery. The system capabilities have been
developed with courier/ freight forwarding
companies specifically focusing on e-
commerce industry, cropping up of firms
focused on logistics solutions for the industry,
as well as development of in-house
capabilities by the players.

However, the aviation industry capabilities
continue to be a challenge. There are two
main capability challenges from the aviation
industry side.

6.2.1 Inefficient processing and lack of
automation resulting in delays

Inefficiencies are created in the system due to

 Involvement of multiple procedures with
lengthy processing times and long queues
at the airports

 Lack of automation resulting in high
manual intervention, inordinate dwell
times, and missing and un-traceable cargo

 Lack of skilled manpower and training for
the ground staff. Most of the employees
learn on the job, leading to lower
productivity

6.2.2 Lack of transparency for e-
commerce players

While the e-retailers and logistics players can
provide transparency at all other parts of the
value chain, this transparency is lost once the
shipments are handed over to the airlines in
the cargo terminal. Beyond the handover and
before the shipment is picked from the
destination airport, there is no visibility of:

 Percentage of shipments loaded
 Identification of parcels loaded
 Time required to load all shipments, and

future space availability

There is lack of capability in the airline/ airport
system to record this data resulting in a lack of
status update by the airport operator or the
airlines regarding movement of goods. This
makes it difficult for these companies to plan
logistics at the destination and also results in
lack of transparency for the e-commerce
players/ customers, hampering the customer
service quality.

The problem is more acute in smaller cities
where there is lower frequency of flights, thus
increasing delivery times.
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Exhibit 22: Capability Issues during Use of Air Cargo

6.3 Connectivity at a Pan-India
Level

With e-commerce covering a pan-India
network of cities and towns, the industry is
required to transfer products to customers at
several locations un-served or under-served
by the warehouse network. Today, 60-70% of
the total orders for e-retailers are from Tier-II
and Tier-III cities. A majority of these cities do
not lie within the serving radius of a fulfilment
centre. With faster customer delivery as the
focus and top priority, air shipment
connectivity to these locations is a key
requirement.

However, India currently does not have the
connectivity required for this industry, and
challenges are faced on three fronts:

1. Inadequate airport facilities
2. Lack of direct connections, lower

frequency of flights on  connections
3. Mis-match of flight timings and delivery

time of packages to be shipped – i.e. while
domestic flights are mostly during the day,
the e-commerce players prefer to deliver
shipments at the end of the day/ later
evening, restricting availability of
connections, especially to tier-II and III
cities

As clearly highlighted in the map below, large
parts of the country are unserved by fulfilment
centres and need better air connectivity.
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Exhibit 23: High Demand Areas Not Catered to by Fulfilment Centres

Source: News reports, Data for top e-commerce players

6.4 Logistics Cost
Logistics capture a high share of the available
margins to the players; representing 10 to 20%
of the overall value of the order, where gross

margins range from 15 to 40%. Thus,
optimization of logistics and delivery cost is
one of the key financial success parameters
for the players.
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Exhibit 24: Logistics Cost Contribution for E-Retail

Apparel Consumer
durables

Electronic
products

Leisure/ personal
products

Avg. Transaction Size
(INR) ~1000-1200 ~3000-3500 ~2500-

3000 ~800-1000

Margins available 35-40% 15-20% 15-20% 30-35%

Blended fulfilment & logistics
cost per delivery (INR) 150+0.5x 400+0.1x 250+0.1x 150+0.05x

Logistics Cost as % of GMV >15% >13% >10% >20%

Note: Y is the millions of transactions after 40 million; X is the distance in km after 1,000 km
Source: UBS report, ‘India Internet’

The cost incurred in air cargo at ~ INR 35-50
per kg is ~2-4 times higher than the surface
transport mode depending on distance and
weight.

Thus, while air shipments contribute to ~50%
of the total volumes delivered through e-
commerce, they represent ~70% of the
logistics/ delivery cost.

6.5 Control via Regulations in Use
of Air Cargo

 Certain products falling under the
‘inflammatory products category’ are
prohibited for transfer via air e.g.
cosmetics, batteries and battery-
accessorized products, oils and gases etc.

 In the US, goods classified as ‘dangerous’
or ‘hazardous’ can be transported via air,
but require special packaging, labelling,
documentation and processing.
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7. INDUSTRY’S RESPONSE TO THESE
CHALLENGES

7.1 E-commerce industry’s
response to the challenges

The E-commerce industry has responded in
two ways:

7.1.1 Opening up of fulfilment centres

With a strong focus on cutting down of delivery
times and making wide variety of choices
available to customers, e-retailers have started
investing heavily on setting up of fulfilment
centres.

Many logistics players have responded to the
growing demand from e-retail industry by
opening up fulfilment centres in metros as well
as smaller towns and cities.

A report by UBS projects the number of
fulfilment centres to reach to 100-125 by 2025,
further supported by over 300 distribution and
sorting centres.

The industry estimates that 3-6% of the top
line revenue would be invested in warehousing
in 2017-20.

 In the last one year alone, Amazon India
has increased its fulfilment centres from
four to twenty one currently

 Flipkart too, has announced spending INR
2,000 Cr. on setting up of fulfilment
centres

 Bluedart recently opened an e-fulfilment
centre in Delhi for e-commerce
companies, synchronized with inbound
and outbound delivery services

 Gati too, operates three e-fulfilment
centres in Delhi, Mumbai and Hyderabad

Setting up these fulfilment centres helps e-
commerce companies counter several
challenges through:

 Faster processing and delivery which
enhances customer experience

 Improved transparency in order fulfilment,
building customer trust

 Easy returns as reverse logistics is
reduced

 Supplier enrolment increasing other
income for e-retailers, as well as improves
product availability

Exhibit 25: Forecasted Number of Fulfilment Centres

2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E

Fulfilment centres 24 32 40 51 68 80 87 86 95

No. of cities 12 16 20 25 34 40 44 43 47

Distribution centres 48 75 104 130 159 189 205 221 245

No. of cities with DCs 19 34 51 69 91 115 133 153 171

Source: UBS report, ‘India Internet’
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7.1.2 Enhancing surface transport
capability

Players such as Flipkart, Shopclues, Delhivery
and Ecomexpress have started expanding
their fleet of trucks and are relying more on
surface transport. Similarly, Bluedart which
has recently tied up with Amazon India has
expanded its reach to Tier II, III and IV
markets. The delivery time may be more but
there is more reliability, control and real-time
information of the movement of goods, as well
as lower costs.

Given these initiatives by e-commerce as well
as supporting logistics players, the usage of
air cargo by e-retailers has reduced from as
much as ~80% in 2014 to ~50% in 2015. This
share is further expected to reduce.

However, as the e-commerce industry grows
in overall volumes, a lower share of this
expanded market will still represent a
voluminous size necessitating initiatives by the
industry to counter these existing challenges.

7.2 Aviation industry’s response
to the challenges

7.2.1 Efforts by Airports

 Delhi Airport has set up an Air Cargo
Logistics Centre (ACLC) mostly to serve
the increased demand for air cargo due to

e-commerce boom. At this facility, e-
commerce logistics players such as
Delhivery and Amazon have rented large
spaces of ~4000 sqm and ~1500 sqm
respectively

 Delhi Airport has also implemented
booking system where agents have to pre-
book cargo space before moving goods
into cargo terminal. This helps in
addressing congestion at air cargo
terminal

7.2.2 Efforts by Airlines

 Spicejet is planning to start its dedicated
freighter service with one plane

 Indigo has opted for lighter seats to bring
down operating empty weight of every
aircraft by about 700 kg. This would cut
fuel costs by INR 40 Cr. for the company
and additional INR 200 Cr. in revenues
through enhancement of belly cargo
capacity

 Sovika Aviation Services have started
dedicated air cargo service to Northeast to
cater to growing demand

 Cathay Pacific Airways is the first airline to
use the new Import Bonded Trucking
service that was recently started by the
Delhi International Airport Private Limited
(DIAL). The service is meant to tranship
cargo from Delhi Airport to Jaipur where
the airline does not have freighter
operations or direct route

7.3 Government’s response to these challenges

How is the government enabling and promoting air cargo?

 AAI has started developing cargo operations in smaller cities. Recently, domestic cargo terminal
in Mangalore was operationalised. Permissions for development of cargo terminal at
Vishakhapatnam and Trichy airport were also given

 Civil aviation draft policy has suggested no-frills airports at over 401 unused air strips across the
country. These airports would be developed at an estimated cost of INR 50 Cr. and would boost
regional connectivity
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8. OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
While several efforts have been taken, there is
still much required to be done.

8.1 Short-term recommendations

8.1.1 Process Efficiency Improvement

 Reduced manual intervention and
introducing greater use of automation in
the system, i.e. use of IT systems to
process and record information at each
step of the value chain

8.1.2 Better Communication

 Airlines can be more pro-active in
recording and providing data to logistics
player and e-retailers

 Government/ Airlines can help in
standardization of processes in airports
with mandating usage of RFIDs, usage of
labels on products and controlling entry
and exit points

 Deployment of technology to ease co-
ordination among different partners -
There is a need for the industry to
collaborate and shift to a completely IT
enabled environment

8.1.3 Building Predictability in Capacity
Availability

 Enhanced use of data analytics by airlines
to predict capacity utilization and
availability

 Faster processing and transfer of this
information to logistics players, enabling
them to better plan the movement of
goods

 Differential pricing by airlines to move
cargo shipments from peak hours to non-
peak hours. This would go a long way in
improving congestion at cargo terminals
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8.2 Long-term recommendations

8.2.1 Building Capacity and Network

 Re-orientation of airport infrastructure development plans in a manner that balances priorities for
passenger traffic and cargo

 Constant improvement in cargo handling facilities as per demand estimation
 Forecasting demand for air cargo use by e-commerce companies and evolving mechanisms to

pre-plan this demand
 Building services infrastructure to handle dedicated freighter aircrafts
 Upgrading airports in smaller cities to handle cargo shipments
 Ensuring better connectivity to remote areas

8.2.2 Improvement in Regulations and Policies
 Requirement of a  consistent policy for allotment of dedicated facilities at all airports
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NOTES
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